Abstract: The decisive aspect of society development in the modern world is scientific and cultural interaction, cooperation. We hope that this article, devoted to the study of emotional-expressive syntax in Tatar and French, will make a definite contribution to the development of world scientific and intercultural understanding and cooperation. The problem studied in this article is significant and modern. The comparative study of the syntax of different languages, such as Tatar and French, is extremely important, since it is syntax that is the most valuable source of information about the culture of a particular people, the ideas about morality, the relations to the surrounding world, etc., which becomes the property of linguistic consciousness. This is due to the need for a linguistic analysis of Tatar and French language expressive syntax, as well as to the insufficient study of expressiveness category operation at the syntactic level. Expressive verbal sentences of Tatar and French languages are specialized syntactic means and serve to implement the category of emotional expression. Verbal emotional-expressive sentences in Tatar and French are distinguished by a great variety of structural types. The linguistic specificity of the axiological syntactic units of Tatar and French languages is expressed in their emotional-evaluative lexical content and is associated with the cultural and national characteristics of the studied language bearers. The obtained results make a definite contribution to the
development of language expressive picture issue, as well as to communicative linguistics, linguistics and functional stylistics
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**Introduction**

Modern linguistics is characterized as anthropological: to strive to learn a language in close connection with a person, his consciousness, thinking and practical activity. In other words, linguistics is designed not only to study the language, but also to solve the tasks of mutual understanding between people in all spheres of life.

We conduct the study within the framework of the synchronous comparative-typological analysis of the verbal one-member emotional-expressive sentences of two genetically unrelated languages, such as the Tatar and French languages. The verb sentences are represented by those in which the main members are expressed by the personal (conjugated) and impersonal (unconjugated) verb form. The impersonal forms of the verb include the participle, the gerund, the name of the action and the infinitive.

**Methods**

The work uses linguistic methods and the methods of actual material analysis: comparative, which allows you to determine the similarities and differences between two languages being compared; to determine system matches and the inconsistencies between matched languages; to identify the causes of similarities and differences. The considered means of the comparative method and the model of typological research are purposefully used to determine linguistic universals.

**Results and discussion**

Let's consider the verbal single-member emotional-expressive sentences in the compared languages, expressed by the personal form of the verb. For the Tatar sentence, the absence of the subject is permissible, besides, using the affixes of the person, you can determine a
subject: барым, укъым / I go, I read. It is quite difficult to determine a person by personal endings in a French sentence, not with such a precision as in the Tatar language, if possible, because some endings coincide in French language.

Plus bas, la fiche porte une inscription au tampon: recherche, suivie de cette note au crayon: "Se trouve au camp de Drancy [2]; Et la petite phrase: “a reintégré le domicile maternel” suppose que l’on savait, au poste de police du quartier Clignancourt, que le père de Dora avait été arrêté le mois précédent [6].

As was mentioned above, verbal emotional-expressive sentences are very common in the Tatar language. It is necessary to name those that are expressed by the verb in a personal form.

(1st person, singular). Considering the sentences formed by the personal verb forms of the 1st and 2nd person it should be noted that there is no consensus in the linguistic literature on these sentences. This is due to the fact that the affixes of the first and second person in the Tatar language are decoded as personal pronouns [1]. For example, alam-alamın - min / I take, alasy - - syn / You take, etc. The main member of the verbal emotional-expressive sentence in the Tatar language is expressed by the verb of the 1st person singular in present, future or past tense of the indicative mood:

Шулаи да шиккәнәм: куркый калмадымы, оча аламмы мин хаәзәр?

As was mentioned above, verbal emotional-expressive sentences can contain interjections and particles, which intensify the content. It is necessary to distinguish the following particles: иңә, бит, иң:  

Ах, бетәм! Қысты! Ах, уләм бит! Ах, уләм!.. Бетәм!.. [4]; - Рәхәмәт иңә Вольдемарға. Эш кушмаса, кайчан күрә идәм елә сине?

Сагыңдың үзәнәге! Бык сагыңдың бит!.. [4].

The corresponding French sentences are of two-member sentence type with the subject je:

Si j’avais connu cela plus tôt! [6]. If I had known this before!; Une haine intense brilla dans son regard bleu: - Je vais vous tuer, mon joli! Et si tu savais ce que ça va me faire plaisir!
Que je suis contente! [6]. I am so happy!

(1 person plural) The main member of emotionally expressive sentences in the Tatar language can be expressed by the verb of the 1st person plural in the present, future and past tense. These sentences in the Tatar language grammars are considered as one-member [1]:

Эшли башласын эле яна докторын. Куртбез! Алар ойрәнгән анда, калада: кино да театр, театр да кино. Эшләсен эле менә [2]; - Кызганыч... Бүтән андый ишп лак юк. Олгермәдек. Рамнарга башка төс ярамый [4].

The common forms of these sentences may contain interjections, references, particles, and also be accompanied by an adverb:

Эх, калдырык бут! [2];
Арадан берсе катыраган тавыш ша: - Ах, харап булдык, жәмәгать! Мин атләрыннан танымыл: бу – ул - дип кычырбы [2].

The corresponding French sentences are of two-member sentence type:

Nous soyons impossibles, oncle Fred, impossibles! [7]; Ah! si nous pouvions être ainsi! [6]; Et moi aussi, je suis heureuse. Qu’est-ce qu’on s’aime, nous deux! [7].

(2nd person, singular) The following structural type of emotionally expressive sentences in the Tatar language is represented by the verb in the 2nd person, singular as the main member. It should be noted that such a verb form can also formulate a predicate of a two-member incomplete sentence. The difference is manifested in the fact that the actor in single-member sentences is accepted in general, and it appears specifically in incomplete sentences [1]. Both extended and unextended forms of the sentence are used. Unextended sentences are characterized by conciseness. The context is of great importance:

Син, бәлки, мүне шәңрәгә ябышып яткан “маменькин сынок” дип уйлый торгансыңдыр?.. Ялышаысың! [4].

In addition to interjections, which play an important role, verbal sentences can have particles and nouns as a complement:

- Ылы, таптың суз! - диде ул, кычқырып колеп [2]; Ул ыңдәнән эйберең алып, оягын-буртпәнән
кыяфъттэрэк: - Әй Алла, көтүмнө алдың! – өйде [2].

The corresponding French sentences are two-member, as a rule. They are represented by the following types:

Tu es complètement fou! [6];
Bébé, si tu savais ce qu’il m’arrive! [7];
Oh! quelle excellente femme tu es!

(2nd perdon, plural) The emotional experience is able to be transmitted by a sentence in the Tatar language, the main member of which is expressed by the verb in the 2nd person, plural. These sentences, in our opinion, are incomplete ones. In verbal sentences, they use both simple and derivative interjections:

Сез яңа кеше. Белмисез! Ә акыл өйрәттәсең... - Ни пычагымы румын теле белән ми черертәсең инде?! - дин, һәммәбезен өйкәрен әйтең дә салды [4]; Уф, Алла... уф, утерәсез... [4].

In French, the sentences with this structure are represented by two-member sentences. Let's give some examples:

Vous ne vieillissez pas! Vous êtes toujours la même! Comme vous êtes

jeune! [6]; Que vous êtes jeune! [7];
Vous êtes une fée, Elodine! Vous êtes ma bonne fée! [6].

(3rd prson, singular) The sentences expressed by the verb in 3rd person singular in the present, future and past tense of the indicative mood are also used to express the speaker's emotional state. And these sentences we consider as incomplete ones. Let's present the examples of unextended sentences of a given structure. Verbal emotive sentences contain interjections, which, as a rule, occupy the initial position:

- Гәәбе юкъыңын раслар очен, самолет ватылган жиргә киргәндер.
Кәйтәр, - өйде [2]; Торымиштан артта калган... Картаийган!.. [4].

The corresponding French sentences are two-member ones:

Elle est d’un gentil, avec moi! [6]; Agathe est femme - oh, que femme elle est! [6]; Qu’elle a l’air mignon! [7].

(3rd prson, plural) The main member of the verb sentence can be expressed in 3rd person plural in present, future and past tense of the indicative (less often conditional) inclination. As in all previous verbal sentences, the principal member does not define the
single-member composition of a sentence, since the same verbs can also be used in two-member sentences. The difference, according to M.Z. Zakiev, is that a specific subject is not meant in one-member sentences expressed by the same verbs as in the two-member ones [1]. It is unknown or undefined:

Я Алла! Килделер! [4]; Солжыман, тарээне арып жиёргө, балаларча шаатланып: - Качалар! - дип кыккырды [4].

Interjections make the part of verbal emotional-expressive sentence structure in Tatar language. Besides, as was noted above, they are able to be formulated in separate sentences and influence the sentences that are next to them:

- Караул! Малымна талыйлар... Узедме сулар! [2]; - Их, ничек гомер уткэрэлэр икэн бу таш каячлык?! - дип уйлана-уйлана, пар, биек таш камераңың бер башиниң икенче башина йорергө тотынды [2].

As a rule, interjections and interjectional sentences occupy the initial position in a sentence and text [8; 9]. In this paper, the delimitation of interjections and interjectional sentences is carried out according to the following criterion: if after an interjection and corresponding punctuation marks the next word is written with a capital letter, then we have an interjectional sentence; if a word is written with a lowercase letter, then this interjection is not formalized as a separate sentence, but enters into the structure of the subsequent sentence [3; 5; 10].

As a rule, two member sentences correspond to this type of sentences in French:

Ah! ça... Ils deviennent fou! [6]; S’ils peuvent les détromper! [7]; Ah! voilà comment ils prennent la chose! [7].

We considered verbal sentences expressed by the personal form of the verb. Now we turn to the study of verbal emotional-expressive sentences in the Tatar language, expressed by an impersonal form of the verb.

(-асы/-асе) The main member of emotionally expressive sentences can be expressed by the participle ended with -асы, which is used to express a strong desire. Although desire is not considered by us as an emotion, it is very often accompanied by the meaning of the impossibility to
implement this desire, regret, disappointment, irony, i.e. by emotions. This circumstance allows us to study this type of sentences.

The main purpose of this form of the verb is the expression of strong desire with various shades of emotional character:

... Мин сине гел тыинак, гел эйбэт есөт итеп куз алдыма китерем. Курас е бөер сине! [2]; - Дорес фикерлисә, - дидә кыз. - Сыңфың сизәмләвен менә диеңән. Болар турында солданларга да сөйләрән кирәк. Эх, дроспрац, укытасы идә сине! Юкса, нәрсә ул дүрт класслы земский мөктәп?! Мөхәрә!.. [4].

The verbal sentences, expressed by the verb ended with -асы идә, can have interjections, which, as a rule, occupy the initial position:

Их, тагын укытасы калган икән аны! [4]; - Күптән узебезге аңкайтасы калган икән аны! Эңә безнең йәрәтка кылгә белән хәле рәтләнә башләды, балакайың!.. [4].

In French, the following constructions correspond to these sentences:

Ah! comme je voudrais être riche! [7]; Oh! comme j’avais envie de le voir! [7]; Si Suleiman était un homme et un père exemplaire [7].

(-асы + өзгән) The main member of emotionally expressive sentences can be expressed by the participle ended with -асы and the auxiliary word өзгән and express the regret about what happened or did not happen. This construction is considered by Tatar grammarians as a one-member sentence.

Укытучы буласы өзгән. Языңыз өзгән. Кызы урманга барасы өзгән. It was necessary to become a teacher. It was necessary to write. It was necessary to go to the forest yesterday.

Verbal emotional-expressive sentences, expressed by the verb of the indicated form, can be extended at the expense of interjections, particles, and other parts of speech:

Их, төгөл күлә кылға алгач ычкиндәрыс калмаган икән аны! Кызган булдың бит! [4]; - Күптән узебезге аппайтасы калган икән аны! Эңә безнең йәрәтка кылгә белән хәле рәтләнә башләды, балакайың!
Such Tatar sentences also correspond to two-member French sentences:

\textit{Ah! qu'est-ce qu'on se marrait!} \quad \textit{Il fallait voir ça!} \quad \textit{Il fallait être bête pour vouloir s'évader!} \quad \textit{Il fallait faire n'importe quoi pour trouver l'argent!}

\textit{(у/-н + бул)} The main member of emotionally expressive sentences can be expressed by the gerund ended with -ып/-ы with the auxiliary verb бул. The grammatical characteristics of the auxiliary verb affect the general grammatical meaning of the whole sentence. This form of the verbal sentence can convey a variety of emotional tones, if the auxiliary verb бул takes the form of a conditional mood. One should distinguish between interjections, references, particles, and others as the lexical means of these sentences emotional content increase. The structure of these sentences can also have the auxiliary verb икән:  

\textit{Валя хатны ерткалап очырып эшбәрдә. - И-и, жүләр кыз!.. Шулай ансат кына котылып булса!} [4]; - Василий, курәмә! Облава бу!.. \textit{Эх, берәр сәгатькә тоткачлан булса!} [2].

They also correspond to two-member French sentences:

\textit{Oh! si tu avais pu continuer dans ta vraie voie, la sculpture} [7]; \textit{Si tout le monde pouvait y aller!} [7]; \textit{S'il avait pu lire dans le coeur d'Adéline!} [6].

\textbf{(-ы/-S)} The main member of emotionally expressive sentences in Tatar language can be expressed by action name. The name of an action denotes an action (state, process, etc.) in the most general form, irrespective of inclination and time. There are primary and secondary action names. The primary ones are formed from the verbal stems by affixing the affixesу/-у, less often -ш, -ыш/-еш. Primary action names possess all the grammatical features of the noun (categories of case, number, affiliation), as well as some grammatical features of the verb (categories of voice, aspect, characteristics of an action). Emotional-expressive sentences, expressed by an action name, may by unextended. Here the context and the graphic image of intonation play an important role. The distributors of these sentences are interjections, which occupy mainly the
initial position: Революция биргән یرәктән көлөмө бу? Колу! Димәк, латышларны акылга утыртырга [2]; Бар, бар, Ибрай абый, кирә йөгер, старишаны чакырыгыз! Умереһ! [2].

The secondary names of an action are formed from all involved forms on гән/-гән, for example, колгәнләк, уйләнгәләк / laughter, thoughts and others. The secondary names of the action are used in the language quite rarely according to our observations, so we do not consider them in detail.

The following sentences correspond to them in French:

Comment tu peux dire ça? [7]; Comment, ventrebleu, voyage! [6].

Conclusions

Verbal sentences are presented in two languages unevenly. In Tatar language, verbal sentences are actively used, the main member of which is expressed by the personal and impersonal form of a verb. Verbal constructions without a subject for the French language are not characteristic. The regular systematically confirmed reproducibility of emotionally expressive verbal sentences confirms the main functional purpose of these units, namely - to express the speaker's expressive attitude to the fact of objective reality.

Summary

This work is related to the study of emotion expression problem in the language. The analysis of emotionally expressive verbal sentence structures in Tatar and French allows us to state that the functional class of exclaims, which intensifies emotional significance, is an important characteristic of these sentences. All of them act in emotional-expressive sentences as secondary functions and take an initial position, as a rule.
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